



Abstract : The accidents at the start of swimming diving can be traced back to the past in "Disasters under School 
Control" published by the Japan Sports Promotion Center.  According to the document, there were a total of 169 
accidents with disability caused by diving in a pool under school control during the past 31 years from 1983 to 2013. 
Most of them were due to crashes into the bottom of the pool.  After the investigation, junior high schools all over Japan 
completely prohibited the start of the dive in classes, while high schools also began to prohibit it in many prefectures 
after the accident at a metropolitan high school that occurred in July 2016.  Because of this effect, probably, there are 
no reports of accidents at the start of the dive in schools from 2017 to 2020.  However, according to the start rules for 
swimming competitions, a dive start is, in principle, required from the starting platform.  Is it really possible to prevent 
students from accidents due to the start diving under the current situation?
    This study is a record of three researches and experiments conducted during the six years from 2014 to 2019.  Survey 
(1) investigated the swimming club advisers in schools whether they had had experiences (hiyari hat) that they were 
worried about the accidents during the swimming club practices and competitions.  As the result, 36% of junior and 
senior high school advisors had the actual accidents or the experiences close to them with their students.
Survey (2) researched about 2000 students (including cheering students) who participated in a certain competition, asking 
whether they had made a diving start failure during swimming competitions and practices and hit a part of their body 
against the bottom of the water during the swimming life of themselves.  According to the survey, 2% of the students 
had the experiences of hitting their heads or faces against the bottom of the water more than 5 times.
    We conducted an experiment shooting a video to see how much the water entry position would differ in the actual 
diving start practices of the swimming clubs in schools.  As the result, it was found that the danger at the start of diving 
is still immanent.  Athletes with more than 10 years of swimming experience can usually enter the water to a depth of 
± 10 to 20 cm on average, but if there are some differences in the practicing environments, poor physical conditions, 
or lacks of concentrations on that day, there could be risks of deep water entry in water depths of 50 cm or more.  We 
recommend that all swimming leaders take this fact, pay special attention to the start practice, and stop the dive start 
practices in the shallow pools.
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名5%、2 ～4回 58名3％、5回以上 38名2％、頭顔面を水底でぶ






　・胸、腹をぶつけた生徒（1回以上） ：250名　  13％
　・膝、足、脚ぶつけた生徒（1回以上）：308名　  16％













































資料写真①　ＩＤ７の生徒の 1 本目と4 本目の入水位置の差
① 平均的入水位置　　　　　　　　　④突如深く入水した
表 2　問題がみられた生徒のデータ
被験者：Ｎｏ7 中学 3 年生男子　水泳経験 11 年（東京都の大会で決勝に残るほどの実力）
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